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~ith 1986 designated by the United Nations as the International Year of Peace,
this is sue of The Tribune news 1et ter exp 1ores the concept of peace from a
women's perspective. While peace is frequently defined in terms of work related
to nuclear war or national conflicts, women's work in this area highlights the
fact that the st ruggle for peace requires a broader definition and has far
greater implications. The newsletter provides examples of the breadth of women's
peace activism, drawing on examples that range from women's participation in
national liberation struggles to their work in establishing battered women's
shelters and putting an end to domestic violence. In their work and approaches,
women's efforts suggest that new definitions of peace must be considered as we
work to formulate strategies and actions for creating a more equitable world.
At the meetings to mark the culmination of the Decade for Women (held in
Nairobi, Kenya during July 1985), thousands of women from around the world participated in workshops on peace and met in an area designated as the Peace Tent.
In Nairobi, as in this newsletter, peace was discussed in its infinite contexts .
:he debates and dialogue in the Peace Tent and peace workshops mirrored the
involvement of ~o~en worldwi~e. in critical issues affecting the security and
f'.utures. of families,. colTfllun!ties .an~ countries .
Perhaps one strategy for
i~creasing our effectiveness in achieving peace is to continue opportunities for
dial~gue and cooperative. work between women in different countries and women
working on complementary issues. (See pages 32 - 34 for a listing of many of the
groups that proposed workshops for the Nairobi meetings.)
There are countless groups of women globally working on issues of peace and
this newsletter could not begin to acknowledge the volume of work being u~dertaken. We hope, nevertheless, that the newsletter provides a sense of the treme~d~us e~ergy, commitment and innovation that women are interJ·ecti ng i t th·
critical issue.
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Some
feminists
are now asking
the question, Is
peace possible in a
patriarcha l society?
peace as a condition in which world
order values prevail for the majority of the Earth's people, the
answer is clearly no'. Peace and
patriarchy are antithetical
by definition .
Betty Reardon

PeacP. is
not only the
absence of war .
Fear, want or lack of
freedom for the individual
or the national, are all
threats to peace ..
World YWCA
Peace Statement

Stand up
and say what
you believe, loudly.
You may feel alone, but don't be
afraid, others feel as you do and
wi ll show it .
Mairead Corrigan
Peace People of
Northern I rel and

While some
women in the
Movement place
peace .. . on a higher
level of priority than women's
rights, more and more are seeing
the issues of the human rights of
women and th~ achievement of disarmament and peace as insepara bly interrelated .
UNESCO document to
World Conference,
1980
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From: WORLD MILITARY AND SOCIAL EXPENDITURES, 1985, by Ruth Leger Si vard,
World Priorities, Washin gton D.C., 1985.
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HOW MUCH DO YOU l~O
Une way of becoming more aware and at the same time more knowledgeable
about the costs associated with militarism and the worldwide nuclear
arins Duila- up , wnether tnose costs are seen in hunan or financial
terms , is Dy using a questionnaire , either as part of a group acti vity, or as an indi victual. The following example was prepared by the
"¼omen tor Peace" movement in Basel, Switzerland , based on facts taken
trom a report of SPlKI , the International Institute for Peace in
StocKl1olm , Sweden. The questionnaire was used at the World YWCA/WCC
Consultation on Militarism in Annecy, France , in March 1980, and is
now part ot the World YWCA Peace Awareness Packet. (see Resource Listing ,
page 38).

(i)UESTlOnnAIRE l
MarK your replies with a cross
1. Wnat quantity ot explosives is available today per inhabitant of

tne planet?
a)

1 kg . TNT

bJ 10 kg. TNT

c) 15,000 kg . TNT

L. Where are most of the atomic weapons to be found?
aJ in the USSk

b) in .curope

c) in the USA

3. How much is spent 1n the world per minute on armaments?
b) ~ 5,U0U

c) ~ 850 , 000

4. How many cnilctren in tne world die of hunger every minute?
aJ 4 cnildren

s. for every
armaments?
aJ nalf

b) 20 chilctren

c) 40 children

10 scientists in tne world , how many work to develop

DJ one-third

c) one quarter

:.\ ::

o. Compared with annual expenditure on development, how much is spent
on armaments?
a) same amoW1t

b) twice as much

c) 15 times as much

7. The rwming expenses of a submarine of the "Trident" type
corresponds to the amoW1t spent on education for:
a) 1,000,0UO

b) 10,0UO,UOO
children

ct1ildren

c) 16,000,000
children

~- How many planes of the "Mirage" type can be bought with the Slllll
needed to build a medilllll sized hospital?

---...

a) 3 planes

b) 30 planes

c) 300 planes

~- Military expenditure in the Third World has increased during the
past 2 years by how much?
a) doubled

_

b) tripled

c) quadrupled

10.The great powers are capable of mutually destroying each other:
a)

twice

b) 12 times

c) 20 times

11.During the First World War, the victims were:
a)

5% civilian
~5% soldiers

b) 40% civilian
60% soldiers

c) 90% civilian
10% soldiers

12 . During the war in Vietnam, the victims were:
a)

5% civilian
95% soldiers

b) 40% civilian
60% soldiers

c) 90% civilian
c) 10% soldiers

13.The General Assembly of the United Nations considers the use of
atomic weapons to be:
a) "dangerous but necessary for defence"
b) "a crime against hunanity"
c) "only for the purpose of dissuasion"

ANSWERS

C

4. b

7.

2. b
3. C

5. b

8. a
9. b

1.

6.

C

C

10.

C

11. a

12.

C

13. b

s
s

Our abi 1ity
to ~,ork out
designed to
of your own

to work for and achieve peace globally cannot be totally removed from our ability
conflicts amongst our fa milies, friend s and communities. Below is a questionnaire
provoke your thinking about the way s in whi ch confli ct i s managed and the results
and others' participation in handling personal conflict .

e

\-----

<i)UeSTIONNAIRC: 2..

-----r

l . WHAT OOES PEACE MEAN TO YOU?
Fair ways of settling conflict
Everybody getting a fair deal
No pain
Equality of sexes
All people being valued
Freedom from fear
No fighting
Other

Equality of races
fllo conflict
Everyone achieving potential
Everyone having basic necessities
People trusting/helping each other
Sharing worlct's reosurces fairly
No war
Freeaom from violence
2. WHAT OOES PFALE-MAKING Mf.AN TO YOU?

Helping people feel good
Eliminating injustice
Making things fairer
Controlling conflict
Ending violence
Seeking outside help

Keeping people from arguing too much
Helping people care about each other
egotiating compromises
Listening
Improving cOIIDilunications
Kesolving conflict
Other

.u,:·i ) l-~ ~
.ti• 1S5.t5

.:s:,; . :.:.s

FAMILY SETTING
3. WHO IS 1HE PklMARY KEEPER OF PFACE IN YOUR FAMILY?
You
one

Partner
Other

Cnild

Parents

Other member

No

All do

4. WHO ARE TI-IE CONFLICTS BE'IWEJ:.N?
You anct partner_ You_and chilctren _
Partner and children
Children
You _and parents_ Family and outside person
Family and outside group or organisation
Other
5. WHlQl ARE EA.SIER TO RESOLVE?

You anct partner_ You_and children_ Partner and children
Children
You _ana parents_ Family and outside person
Family and outside group or organisation
Other
6. IF BE1W.EEN YOU AND YOUk PAATNER, WHAT ARE THEY ABOUT?

Relationship
Money
Dealing with cnilctren Legal issues
institution -

Violence
_
Religion
Family rules=
Parents

Sharing workload
Alcohol
=
Outside people
Other

Politics
Drugs
Outside

group or

7. IF BE1WEEN YOUk PARTNEk AND CHILDREN, WHAT ARE IBEY ABOUT?

Relationship
Money
Dealing with children Legal issues
institutions

Violence
Religion
F
amily rules
Parents
=

Sharing workload
Alcohol
_
Outside people
Other

p 1· t ·
0 i lCS
Drugs
Outside

groups or

8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..

'·!1e.ec
i.:It•

.•;r;

8. IF Ht1Wfil.N YOU AND QilWREN, WHAT ARE 1HEY ABOUT?
l{elationship _Money_ Violence
Dealing with children
Religion
Legal issues
Family rules institutions
Parents
-

0 nflict

deal

...

Sharing workload
Alcohol
Outside people
Other

Politics
Drugs
Outside groups or

=

9. lF BE'!WEEN YOU AND PARENTS, WHAT ARE THEY ABOlIT?
Relationship
Money
Dealing with cnildren Legal issues
institutions

Violence
Religion
Family rules Parents
-

Sharing workload
Alcohol
Outside people Other

Politics
Drugs
Outside groups or

Sharing workload
Alcohol
Outside people Other
-

Politics
Drugs
Outside groupsor

10. I F BJ::Thfil.N Qi!LDREN, WHAT ARE 1HEY ABOlIT?
Relationship
Money
Dealing with ciiildren Legal issues
institutions -

Violence
Religion
Family rules Parents

=

11.WHAT ME'lliODS 00 YOU USE?
Laying down the l aw
Family discussions
Giving in
Avoiding the issue
Vi s iblysuffering_
Winning
Getting others to giveTn __ Appreciation_
Hugs
Outside intervention
Delaying
Other
--compromise

All do

Arguing
Taking turns=
Listening
Negotiating afair

12. WHIQi OF TuESE METHOlli ARE EFFECTIVE?

Children _

side grOLql or::~

Laying down the law
Family discussions_
Giving in
Avmcting the issue
_
Visibly suffering_
Winning
Getting others to give in
Appreciation
Hugs
Outside intervention
Delaying
compromise
Other

=

Arguing
_
Taking turns_
Listening
Negotiating afair

=

13.WHEN THE CONFLICT IS OVER, liOW 00 YOU FEEL ABOlIT THE OlITCDIE?

ClnJdren _
'side grOLqJ or::;,

l{elieved
Mixed
Angry
14.HUW

htiCS

...

ugs
1
tside grOtli ·

1XJ

-

Frustrated
Resentful Other
-

"'

ugs
;::
i>Jtside grOtli

~

=

Pleased
Reasonably OC-

YOU FEEL AHUlIT THE ME'lliOD(S) YOU USED?

Really good
Other
-

OK

Not very good

Awful

Mixed

15.00 YOU USUALLY USE THE SAME ME'lliODS?

Yes
Mostly
Depends on person_
1itiCS

Affirmed
Cheated
Strengthene~ Powerless
-

No
Other

Depends on issue

s
s

WMAT DOf..5 PEACE
ME.AH TO YOU?

-,------------- r
1

(~on+i~u~d)

lt>.HOW OFTbN 00 YOU GET t,K)RE OR LF.SS WHAT YOU WANT?
Half the time

Mostly
Other

-

Not often

- Almost never_ Never

~:

Questions 3-16 can be easily adapted to fit other settings, such as:
C<.Jt.MJN ITY SETTING:

WORKPLACE SETTING:
ORGANIZATIONAL SETTING:
RELIGIOUS SETTING:
Sill,t,W{Y:

1. l'IHERE DID ~ Lr.ARN HOW TO DEAL Willi CONFLICTS?

Training or study
Self taught _
Organisation _ Friends _
Work _
Trial ancierror _ Place of worship_ Other_
2. IN WHAT AREAS OF YOUR LIFE 00

In frienaships
relatives
links
With money
policy

School _

FEEL POWERLESS?

~

With partner
With parents
With children
With
Handling information
lnsocial settings With outside
In skills and training= In the area of spirTiual support
In the workplace
With local policy
With natioriar
Internationally
Other

3. IN Wl-!Al AREAS OF YOUR LIFE 00
In friendships
relatives
links
With money
policy

Home _

~

FEEL STRONG?

With partner
With parents
With children
With
Handling information
lnsocial settings With outside
In skills and training= In the area of spiritual. support_
In the workplace
With local policy
With national
Internationally
Other

4. OOES FEELING POWERLESS/STRONG AFFECT HOW~ RESOLVE CONFLICT?
A lot
person

Somewhat
Other

_

Depends on the issue __ Depends on the

5. 00 YOU THINK Hlli WAY 11!!:l NffiOTIATE SOUITIONS TO CONFLICT IS RELATED IN AfN WAY TO THE
WAY ~W'l'IONS TO CONFLICl' ARE Nf.GOTIATED ON THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL?
Yes _

No _

Would like to think about this further _

Other opinion __

For further information and the full text of this questionnaire please contact:
l:larDara Roberts ana Alice l'liser, 100 Harris Street, Guelph, Ontario NlE STZ, CANADA.

10----------.J
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This sect fon of tne newsletter will look at some of the major issues facing
the international peace movement , with a particular focus on the concerns
that most deeply affect women and around which women's groups have mobilized worldwide. It is not a comprehensive list of activities , but should
give an indication of the depth and variety of activities being undertaken
by women's groups in every region of the world .
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Na~~o~~{ Br~~~c;:i~g
Corporation (NHK) , edited a booklet
entitled, I Saw the rire of Inferno - GOHKA-WO-MITA.
Several hundred survivors had drawn pict ures to recreate the
inferno caused by the American A-bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
~agasaKi in 1945. The women of the Kobe YWCA decided to hold an
exhibition of these pictures during that sumner , at a department store .
It aroused enormous interest and people young and old recorded their impressions in a large notebook. Since that time , the exhibition has been held
every year at a main shopping area in Kobe. By 1978 this activity had
spread to YWCAs in otner cities of Japan - Osaka, Kyoto , Nagoya . This
initially small activity had turned into a national movement . In 1979 ,
the exnibition was first shown for foreigners at international schools
ana at YWCAs across Japan. People write in the notebook, "Did this
really happen? They express their anger and fear that so many
\
innocent people suffered and died, and fear that J
it .
"could happen again, only this time with
_
~
even more destruction. Most
'--""'\.
...
of the children fear first
...,__,,,,
......,_~ '-,,,,,,,,,111'
for their own destruction,
' - then they fear that they
......_ _,
would be separated from
their families if they
(
were caught in a nuclear
attack. One high school
student wrote, "I want
to keep the world from
world war w1 th my own
\
'

'

)

/

l

l1tt::::::r~~om:- World YWCA Peace Awareness
Packet.
(see page 36)

11
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MO NUCLEAR WAR
(~on.ti nu ~J)

~A~1Sf A
,jl

In the Pacitic, women's groups have actively campaigned ag~inst the nucle~rization_of
their region since the time of the first American atomic bomb tests 1". th~ m1dforties. As a region, the Pacific has suffered more t _han any other reg1oi: in the
world in terms of nuclear testing, the storage and d~p1ng of nuclear materials and
tne subsequent aangerous and life-threatening pollution of natural resources. The
experience gained in this protracted and intensifying fight by the people ~f the
Pacific, anct in particular tne WOMEN of the Pacific, could be of the utmost importance for women involved in similar fights in other parts of the world.
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Major groups active in the Pacific region include:
1. Pacific Peo~e• s Action Front (PPAF) is the successor to the original

Against
lest1ng onruroa (A't'oM) group set up following the first French nuclear tests in
hencn Polynesia in 1%8. The YWCA of Fiji took a leading role in the setting up
of ATOM, and, with other women's organizations and groups has continued its active
involvement in tne years since. In New Zealand, the Pacific Peoples Anti-Nuclear
Action Corrnnittee (PPANAC) is an example of the many local, national and regional
anti-nuclear groups set up in that country in recent years.
PPAr" OPPOSES: a. french nuclear testing. From 1968 to 1972, France exploded
nuclear devices 1n the atmosphere over Muroroa Atoll, Tahiti. It
now tests underground (i.e. deep under coral atolls). There is
every indication that the subsequent destruction of these atolls
and the emission of nuclear matter into the sea is causing
massive pollution of the major ocean food-chains in this region.
b. Nuclear powered ships and sutmarines cruising the region and
entering the harbours in the region.
c. 1he storage and dl.lllping of nuclear waste in the region.
Cl.

Tne mining of uranium in Australia and its sale to
USA and Japan.

France, the

2. Micronesia Support Corrunittee (M.SC), which collaborates closely with PPAF, but is
especially directed against US nuclear activities in the Micronesia area of the
Pacific. The Micronesia region is used as an advanced weapons testing and storage
area . . Several of the . polluted islands that were used for testing in the forties
ana f1tt1es Dy tne USA nave been returned to the people, but are generally still
considered to be unsafe. Groups from contaminated islands have sued the US for
aamages. ln actai tion to the work of M.SC, . local and regional groups from i ndi v1 dual ~1crones1'.3-11 1sla~d groups are _fighting for the right to have some say in a
nucle~r-free . future tor their region.
An example of one is the Citizens
1.,am a1 n A ainst f'..uclear Waste Oum in (CCANWD) from the US Corrunonwealth of
e or ern
r1ana sands .
e1r protest 1s aimed specifically at the Japanese
proposal _to dump between 5,000 and 10,000 barrels of nuclear waste annually 600
miles off the coast ot the Northern Marianas.

. ···:: ~ '5 , .
,;,:in: ...

r

1n PAKISTAN
. . . At a time when politicians have been
W1able to mount an effective national
movement against President Zia al-Huq
oecause of oifferences in their goals,
women opposed to the President's
Islamisation policies are presenting a
W1iteo front. One of the major successes
ot the PaKistani Women's Action ForLDTI
was to have Ur. Israr Ahmed, a member of
tne President's Advisory Council who
aovocated that ~omen shoulo be
restricteo to the home, removed from a
weeKly television show that promoted the
reauction of women's status to that of
secono class citizen.

•
IS •••

lH!<.l Keporter, Vol. 10, Sep/Dec 1984)

. .. women from oifferent civic, religious
ano professional organizations in Davao
City nave united to form a taskforce
against violence, called WOMENSFORCE .
[ts main aim is to stop the use of
sexual aouse and rape of women as a form
of torture W10er military custoOy .
wCMJ::.NSFORCE has set up a hotline that is
"womanned" by lawyers , doctors and ot he r
professionals who provide advice and
engage in an immeoiate search as soon as
tney are notifieo that a woman has been
arresteo. WC1-1l:.NSFOKCE has also
attempteo to hold consciousness- raisi ng
sessions with female mi l itary personnel
ano registereo oemanos that female mi l itary oe present wnen women are arrested

no
MIL'ITA~¥

~£.f ~iSSIOn
I n CH I L~
... lJuring 1983, 8,UOO Chilean women me,
in a theatre in Santiago to show the
fragmenteo male political opposition
tnat women coulo unite to fight
repression. Proleterian women sat
oesioe upper class women, W1skilled
worKers sat beside professionals, women
trom tne left, center and independent
political parties all joined together to
proclaim, "Here we are all equal. There
is grief ano courage in the first and
last rows."

,

1n L£8ANON
... hW1dreds of women barricaded the nine
crossing points which divide East and
West Beirut to protest the inepti t ude of
a government wnich failed to secure the
release of kionapped women and men .
lOlfIWHITE , Jan 85)
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SPC:AKinG OUT ...
THC: NAIROBI '85 MAntFE:510

from HECATE , Vol . XI
No. l , 1985 , page 98

Today the world is in cr1s1s . . . Africa is the most affected continent as
this economic crisis is aggravated by natural disasters . . . however, the
major problems faced by Africa are external domination, misplaced priorities of existing development strategies resulting in internal mismanagement. We note the disproportionate allocation of the national budget in
favour of military expenditure at the expense of basic ht.Dnan need . .
It is with this realisation . . . that we, African Women at the
Non-Governmental forl.DTI Nairobi '85 unanimously declare the following
manifesto.
The apartheid policies in South Africa, the illegal occupation of Namibia
and the aggression against the frontline states are totally unacceptable to
all African people, particularly to the mothers and daughters of Africa.
African people can, and will, fight and struggle for the liberation of all
Africa from apartheid, imperialism, economic exploitation and settler colonialism. African women have borne the brunt of the exploitative rela tionships resulting from apartheid and have been in the forefront of the
struggle, and have born new generations to continue that struggle . . .
We, therefore urge all conscious, progressive freedom-loving people to join
in the call for mandatory economic, military and technological sanctions
against the government of South Africa within their own countries as one
concrete measure of support. We recognise, however, that even this is not
enough. They must also be prepared to provide material support to the
freedom fighters in this struggle for self-determination; and to the
frontline states so that they can continue to stand firm against the
aggression of South Africa and in support of the liberation and self determination of South Africa and Namibia. Within this struggle women's
organizations should play a leading role in the implementation of these
sanctions and provide consistent solidarity to the specific struggle of
women within the liberation movement. We affirm the need to address the
emancipation of women simultaneously with national liberation.

I~----------J

NO to APARTHEID

( con+inu~d)

SP~h~lnG OU,. ... ,He nt\rROBt '85' MhntfC:STO
( ~on+inued)
We, African women gathered in Nairobi '85, recognise the detrimental
impact of apartheid on women and children and commend the women's
roles in their bid to free humanity from the shackles of oppression.
We consider the women's noble roles exemplary and a source of
inspiration to massive women's participation in issues affecting the
societies in which they live. We declare our unalloyed commitment to
the cause for which they are fighting . . .
(Excerpts from the section on apartheid of The African Women Manifesto,
See p. 35).

G,C.

Over the past 15 years, when I was confined and restricted ... 1 got my
inspiration from the very knowledge ... that the struggle is an international struggle .. for ... dignity ... .
Winnie Mandela

WORKinG In ZOL1DAR1TY ...
SISA (Sisterhood in Support of Sisters in South Africa ... and also the
work which means mercy in Xhosa) is an organization of black women outside of South Africa that seeks to make resources available to support
women organizing autonomously within South Africa. "Since 80% of the
South African population, that is the African poeople, have had their
resources and their possible livelihoods stolen by whites, the importance of channeling some of the resources available amongst North
American and other western women toward direct aid to South African
sisters and their families cannot be overstated."
OlfIWRITE, #40, October 85

" ... women and women's organizations should keep themselves constantly
informed about the situation of women and children under apartheid,
disseminate information widely and build up awareness in their countries
about the situation by organizing national solidarity and support committees where these do not yet exist as a means to educate the public
about the evils of apartheid and its brutal oppression of women and
children in South Africa and Namibia."
Para 259 of Nairobi
Forward-Looking Strategies
Document
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WOMEN as EQUAL
•
•
1n
IS ... PARTNEltS
NATIONAL
L,&E~ATIOH
W0MEn TAKtnG RISKS . ..
Tne tl Salvador Committee of Mothers of Disappeared Persons was
fowided in 1~77. Kepeat ed appeals to the authorities had resulted in
no actions, ana the women knew they would have to take action th~mselves if they were ever to find their lost family members. An office
was set up in ~an Salvador above a pizza parlour in a low-income part
of the city. The risks in organizing such a committee were and are
very great. The women undertake hwiger strikes, sit-ins, occupation of
cnurches, parKs, embassies, the Ministry of Justice and the Supreme
Lourt. On 5th November 1~83, they organized a mass open peace demonstration.
Tne constant pressure of these women has met with some success. In
1Y~4, tne Committee protested for three days outside a jail where 17
traae unionists had been held for four years without trial. As a
result of the protests, the unionists were finally freed . In the words
of one of the members, "Of course we're frightened. But it's our moral
obligation. How could we walk away from it? And it's an incredible
feeling to be on the streets with other women , seeing that what you
are doing is giving hope to the people around you . "

W OMEn Fl&HTlnG- FOR LIBERAT1O11
OF THEIR counTRY . ..
Ln Namibia, the South West Africa
IVomen' s Council was created in 1969,
the activities of SWAPO and its fight
words of cllen Musialela, Treasurer of

People's Organization (SWAPO)
to give women more of a say in
for national liberation. In the
the Women ' s Council :

"Uur struggle is very much geared towards liberating ourselves from
tne apartheid system under which we live . Of course, the unjust gap
between men ana women has also to be covered somehow . We have classes
~o train women for non-traditional jobs, initially a difficult thing
tor tne men to widerstand . But they are beginning to understand that a
women's place is not just in the kitchen. But truly , at the moment it
is very hard for us to divorce ourselves too much from the ~ain
struggle. Our efforts are directed towards the enemy - -the racist
regime of South Africa. We want them out of our country so that we can
work on our own affairs .. . "

WOM~N as EQUAL
PARTNERS in
NATIONAL
L, BE RATION (<!on+inu~d)
WOr1E n Fl&HTinGALSO F OR THE LIBERttTIOn

OF WOMEn ...
ln ew Caledonia, a South Pacific cow1try fighting for independence
trom rrance, the ioea to set up a group just for women involved in the
struggle was first discussed in 1974 . Women had been demonstrating
against the annual military parade to commemorate the arrival of the
h~ncl1, and many 11ad been arrested and thrown into prison. While in
prison, the women talked together about their role in the movement,
ano tnere was muc11 dissatisfaction about the part assigned to women.
Wl1y was it always women who swept the meeting halls after meetings,
oia tne oishes after planning sessions, and generally played purely
service roles wnile the men relaxeo and talked?

Tile men were initially angry at
They accused them of "copying the
t11e women persisted, and in 1979
tion at a maJor convention . Women
immeoiately tolo their husbands ,
leaflets were rigl1t .

the questions raised by the women.
feminist movement of France ... " But
printed 1000 leaflets for distribuat the meeting read the leaflets and
brothers , fathers, etc ., that t he

In 1Yts2, the Group of Kanak and Exploited Women in Struggle (French
acronym Grl\bLJ was formally established. (Kanak is the Melanesian term
for the indigenous peoples of New Caledonia) . GFKEL is part of the
KanaK Socialist National Liberation Front (KSNLF) , a coalition of proinaepenoence forces in New Caledonia , and the women take par t in the
protest activities of KSNLr. These include roadblocks and land occupations in aaaition to marches and rallies . Susanna Ounei , one of the
founoers of GFKbL, makes it very clear however that the activities of
GrJU:L are also focussed very much on the rights of women in the
struggle for indepenoence .
"Tne present role of this organization is to raise all t he problems
tnat women encounter in New Caledonia . Our objecti~ is Kanak and
socialist liberation , including the liberation of women. We protest
against tl1e problems of battered women, raped women , and the fact that
young girls get pregnant and are forbidden contraceptive methods . To
gain true socialist liberation, we have to start with the grass roots ,
meaning ourselves . "
"Throug11 colonization , many of our old customs have been des t royed . We
have to go bacK and look at what we have been . Our old values were
much more positive . Our granornothers were freer and more respected in
their own right than women are today . "

_____________I, ________
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is... no VIOL~~CE
against
•'-

WOME.~

To seek to end militarism without also ending the dynamic of domination embedded in male violence at home would be futile. And so
too, the reverse; we will never fully end male violence against
individual women unless we also stop celebrating the organized
,,
violence of war as manly and appropriate behavior.
Charlotte Bunch, Bringing~
~ ~ , p . 17

Violence against women is a worldwide phenomenon...

--•ill

FACT

A rape is committed every six minutes in the U.S.;

--•J

FACT

In W. Germany, one in five women is beaten, raped or sexually harassed;

--1illill>

FACT

A newspaper survey revealed that 99% of Pakistani women working at home
and 77% of women working outside the home are reported to have been beaten
by their husbands;

--••

FACT

fuch year some 50,000 adolescents (average age 12 to 14) struggle for
survival in the brothels of Brazil's northern towns and cities.

In circumstances of social, economic and political upheaval, we are particularly
vulnerable to violence ...

-~-ill'

FACT

Women refugees are subject to physical violence in border areas, refugee
camps, and particularly at sea. In the past five years, some 2,400 women
refugees have been raped by pirates on the South China Sea, and some 1,000
female refugees, some as young as 10 years old, have been abducted. More
rape cases are said to be unreported owing to the victims' fear of shame,
reprisal or ostracism.

- - • : , FACT

A 1983 report from Iran reveals that because Islam forbids the execution
of virgins, they are first raped so as to make execution possible.

--,•

In Guatemala, a secret army report detailed that in a two-month period, 800
women had been raped by soldiers in the Chimaltenango district, 500 of
whom were pregnant.

FACT

Acts of violence against women USED to be invisible, if not socially-- sanctioned.
They were not viewed as crimes. We had little or no legal recourse, BUT...
At the INTERNATIONAL 1RIBUNAL ON CRIMES AGAINST WCMEN, March 4-8, 1976,
at the Palais des Congres in Brussells, Belgium, we began to speak out.
Two thousand women from 40 countries came together to name the crimes
and to hear the witnesses give their testimonies and reports on forced
motherhood ... family violence ... compulsory sterilization ... medical crimes
... persecution of lesbians ... involuntary prostitution ..• pornography ... economic oppression of women ... political torture ...
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no VIOL~nCE AGAlnST ~
(c:ontinu~d)

We are breaking the silence with manifestos and national declarations:
1985 MANILA DECLARATION OF 1HE RIGI-ITS

&WELFARE

OF

W(l,!EN

We, women delegates coming from the various sectors of the Philippines
societ~ . . . together with all the international delegates coming from
countries ~ho came in solidarity with our struggles and convene here for the
Second National Congress of GABRIELA (General Assembly Bending Women for
Refonns, Integrity, Equality, Leadership and Action) decry and condemn the
double oppression and exploitation of women, manifested in the following:

** sexual
harassment and actual abuse in the workplace
institutional rape and sexual abuse of women political detainees
* influx
institutional prostitution, sex tourism, child prostitution, unchecked
of pedophiles and assorted perverts masquerading as tourists
** commercial
exploitation of women in pornography
individual rape
** mail-order
wife beating and other fonns of marital violence
bride system
We have gone public . ..
IN JAMAICA, the Sistren Theatre Collective uses drama to stimulate discussion and raise awareness on the issues of violence against women. The 1977
skit, "Downpression get a Blow, " focused on sexual harassment on the job.
"Bellywoman Bangarang," their first major production, covered issues such as
rape, prostitution and child abuse. In ''Madata" the problems of wifebeating and sexual harassment are explored.
IN ARGENTINA, when a soft-drink advertisement depicted a woman with a black
eye asking for a "pina" in a sexy voice (in English, she would have asked
for a "punch"), DIMA (Equal Rights for the Argentine Woman) mounted its own
publicity campaign with a one-page public protest in the newspaper. The campaign continues, however, since their original protest was not published in
its entirety, and not one newspaper would publish their subsequent denunciation either of the omission of numerous signatures, nor of the sexist
jokes and insults which followed.

We are demanding legal action . ..
IN INDIA, the Delhi Prohibition of Eve-teasing Bill deems that 'when a man
by words either spoken or written, o: by sign~ and/or by vi~ible rep:esentation or by gesture, does any act in a public place, or signs, recites or
utters'any indecent words or song or ballad in any public place to the
annoyance of any woman' he is guilty of Eve-teasing.
IN ZIMBABWE, The Ministry of Community Development and Women's Affairs put
forward a proposal that included the following: women jurors sit on rape
cases; compensation be granted to rape victims; and that sentences on
rapists be speedily carried out.
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no VIOL'EnCE AGAlnST ~
( c:on+inue.d)
We are organizing to address and redress these issues at all levels . ..

The International Feminist etwork Against Traffic in Women and Female
Sexual Slavery was established at a workshop in 1983, where women from 24
countries, including all regions, agreed to work together to devise and
implement strategies against various forms of female sexual slavery, forced
prostitution, and violence against women.
Presently headquartered at IWTC, with regional and national groups, some
of the strategies being pursued by different network members include:
Making the problems more visible; establishing refuge shelters for victims
of sexual violence; challenging traditions and religious beliefs that support these practices; working for legal changes; bringing attention to specific cases; and seeking ht.nnan rights status and refuge for victims of
sexual violence.
The Network works primarily through its member groups in each region.
The International Feminist Network (IFN) of ISIS publicizes requests for
action on specific cases. Requests for information about groups is channeled to the Network members through the IWTC. The focus in Latin America
is on health and violence issues and goes through the ISIS Women's Health
Network based in Chile. In Asia and Europe, the primary emphasis has been
on sex tourism and military prostitution. In Africa, prostitution and
sexual mutilition of women have been major concerns. (See footnotes for
listing of groups to contact in each region.)

IN JAMAICA, the Women's Resource and Outreach Centre provide free legal
services to women to help them deal with problems such as sexual
harassment, rape, child maintenance and related issues. The Centre also
offers workshops, free medical services, and public education programs.
IN NOUMEA, NEW CALEDONIA, Foyer Bethanie, a temporary refuge for women,
provides shelter for battered women and their children. The shelter offers
counseling services and assists women to find employment.
IN MALAYSIA, the Women's Aid Organisation (WAO) runs the only shelter in
the country for women who are abused or beaten in their homes. The majority
of women, who come from various socio-economic backgrounds, have been battered, including having been "beaten with an iron rod, forced to drink pesticide or scalded with boiling water."

ins1

WOMEli'S ACTiONS
WO~LDWiDE
WOMEn Of! THE WORt.D MI:E'r tn Ii. PthC.E. -r~n-r'
Two large blue and white striped tents on the University of Nairobi
lawn were the site of ongoing discussions and workshops at Forum '85,
the non-governmental meeting to mark the end of the Decade for Women.
The Peace Tent provided space for thousands of women from countries
worldwide to talk in small groups about a range of peace-related
issues, to make use of an open microphone for impromptu larger
meetings and dialogues, or to participate in scheduled gatherings,
which ranged from meetings between Soviet and American women on
disarmament, workshops on liberation struggle in Latin America and
the Pacific, and encounters between Arab and Jewish women.
The Peace Tent was a collaborative
project of Feminists International
for Peace and Food, Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, World YWCA, International Federation of University Women and
the Women's International Democratic
Front.

For more information, contact:
FIPF, c/ o F. Farenthold
2100 Travis Street
Suite 1203, Houston
Texas 77002, USA

The German Movement for Peace has started a chain letter to dramatize
the concern and desire of women all over the world for peace. The
letter explains the purpose of the chain and asks the recipient to
send the letter to 12 women friends within 4 days. There is a list of
12 women's names at the back of the letter and the recipient is
instructed to remove the first name and put their own name at the
bottom of the list. Then, she is instructed to send a postcard to the
person whose name has been removed, with the following words:
WOMEN DEMAND PEACE FOR THE WORLD
As a result of this effort, postcards are crossing worldwide, expressing
women's desire for peace .

'-------------~1
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TAKE A

YEAR

... is celebrated as International Women's Peace
Day, as agreed by the
Women for Survival Conference in Adelaide,
Australia, 1984.

M~RC:H 8
... is celebrated as International Women's Day
and is traditionally a
good time to carry out
activities related to
women's peace actions.

. .. is celebrated as an
international day of protest against violence
against women, a date
selected by the Conference of Latin American
and Caribbean Feminists
in Bogota, Colombia,
during July 1981.

M-hY

'2.4-

... is I nte rna ti ona 1
Women's Day for Disarmament, proclaimed by the
Greenham Common women.

In cities and town in various countries, women choose
one night a year to march through the streets in a
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT march as a protest to the danger of
rape and molestation women face. These marches are a
symbol of women's solidarity and a demand to the society
at large to make the streets safer for women and girls
through legal, educational and attitudinal reform. In
many marches, thou sands of women have paraded through
the streets of dangerous urban areas holding lighted
candles and shouting their intention to TAKE BACK
THE NIGHT.
On 24 October 1985, the United Nations General Assembly
unanimously proclaimed 1986 as the International Year
of ~eace. Me~b~r.nations have been submitting plans for
na~ional a~tivities to commemorate the year, while
United Nations agencies and many non-governmental organizations have also planned conferences workshops
and special events.
'
In ~reparati?n for the International Year of Peace (IYP),
regional seminars were organized to define conditions
for _peace and bas~c approaches to peace from global and
regional perspectives. Meetings were held in:
Africa
Addis Ababa
8-14 Jan, '85
Latin America / Caribbean
New York
25 Feb-5 Mar '85
Europe
Vienna
6-10 May '85
Asia/Pacific/Western
Bangkok
20- 24 May '85
Asia
.,.,
(cont'd)
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Over 20~ ~n~ernational non-governmental organizations are planning projects
and act1v1t1es to commemorate the International Years of Peace for 1986.
Academic societies and institutions, as well, initiated special studies
in 1985 and plan to organize seminars and conferences around peace issues
during the 1986 year.
Some of the events planned thus far include:
WHEN

WHERE

WHAT

SPONSOR

30 Dec 5 Jan

Suva,
Fiji

First international conference on conflict resolution

Univ. of the So. Pacific

20 - 24
January

Geneva
Switz.

"Together for Peace" - world
conference of NGOs

NGO Organizing committee

8 - 11
Feb

Mount Abu,
India

Universal Peace Conference

Brahma Kumari s

14 - 15
Feb

Dhaka
Bangladesh

International Conference on
~/orld Peace

Dayemi Complex

21 June

Ne~, York
USA

World Day - joint event of
peace, hunger and environment groups

Global Policy Board

22 - 25
June

Leningrad
USSR

Peace School - seminar for
European women's groups

Soviet Women's Committee

27 Sept

Vienna,
Austria

International Conference of
Peace Researchers

International Institute
of Peace

24 - 29
Oct

Tashkent
USSR

"Women and Society's Development" - seminar for
Asian women's groups

Soviet Women's Committee

For updated listings of events being held worldwide, or to register your
own activities, contact: Secretariat for the International Year of Peace,
United Nations Secretariat, Room 3235, United Nations, New York, NY 10017 USA

~•

Marilyn Waring, peace activist from New Zealand, pro~osed that,
the International Year of Peace be observed by setting up
women's negotiating teams, especially in areas of regional conflict. The answer was not to duplicate existing male structures,
however. Rather than having women form small, elite groups ... 'we
need to utilize the universal culture that is ours as women.' , ,
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Tne Women ' s Peace Encampment Movement has been one of the more visible and
tangible outcomes of the women ' s peace movement worldwide , and both temporary
and permanent women ' s peace camps have been established in many par t s of the
world. Because the nuclear industry is centered in the so-called "developed"
world , most peace camps have been set up in Europe (East and West) , North
America and Australia to protest the production, installation and/or deployment
of nuclear weapons in military bases on those continents. The following list is
by no means a complete one , but should give some idea of the nunber of camps
established in the last five years . We have included the first docunented
women's peace camp , set up in Japan in 1970.

PEACE CAMP

WHY AC:TIOO TAKEn

Shibokusa Women's Peace Camp,
Mt . FuJi, Japan.

To protest the militarization of Mt. Fuji

Greenham Women's Peace Camp,
Berkshire , U. K.

To protest the deployment of Cruise missiles
at Greenham Common Military Base .

Waddington Women's Peace Camp,
Lincolnsnire, U.K .

To protest deployment of the Vulcan bomber .

Soesturberg anct Volgel Women's
Peace Camps, The ~etnerlands .

To protest deployment of Pershing missiles .

Capenhurst Women's Peace Camp,
Cnesnire , U. L

To protest uraniun enrichment plant .

international Women's Peace Camp,
Comiso , Sicily, Italy.

To protest deployment of Cruise missiles
Land bought by women from many countries.

Puget Sound Women's Peace Camp,
~ent , Washington State, USA.

To protest manufacture of Cruise missiles at
Boeing plant.

Alberta women's Peace Camp, Canada

Against test flights of Cruise missiles .

Seneca Falls Women's Peace Camp,
New YorK ~tate, USA.

To protest storage and deployment of nuclear
at Army Depot, Seneca Falls.

International Women's Peace Camp,
Palais ctes Nations, Geneva ,
Switzerland.

To lobby the United Nations on all matters
rela~ed to peace and disarmament negot1at1ons.

PEACE
CAMPS
( c:on+i nued)
PC:ACE CAMP

WHY t\CTlOn 'TAKEn

Pine Gap l'iomen's Peace Camp,
Central Australia.

To protest US military base on aboriginal land
land and deployment of nuclear missiles.

Danisn Women's Peace Camp,
Jutlano, Denmark.

Against NATO Northern Command Centre.

l\ip1cnisichakanis1k Women's Peace
Camp , Cole Bay, ~asK ., Canada .

To protest Cruise missile testing site.

Tucson Women's Peace Camp,
Tucson , Arizona, USA.

Against Davis-Monthan Air Force Base .

Sperry Women's Peace Camp,
St .Paul, Minnesota, USA .

Against the manufacture of trigger mechanisms
for Cruise missiles.

Savannah Women's Peace Encampment,
Savannah River Plant, S.C. USA.

Against production of plut onium .

Ann
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Arbor Women's Peace Camp,
Arbor, Michigan, USA.

In solidarity with Seneca Falls action .

Clam LaKe Women's Peace Camp ,
Michigan , USA

To oppose transmission of ELF (Extremely Low
Frequency) signals through cables and transmitters built in Wisconsin and Michigan .
ELF is used to send one-way signals to
Trident sutrnarines .

Silicone Valley Women's Peace Camp,
Palo Alto, California, USA.

To protest Cruise and Pershing missiles.

Cockburn Souna Women's Peace Camp,
Western Australia, Australia.

To protest US Naval Base on Garden Island,
Cockburn Sound , and deployment of nuclear
weapons .

Gatow Women's Peace Camp ,
West Berlin , Germany.

To oppose militarization of Berlin.

International Women's Peace Camp ,
Palais aes Nations, Geneva ,
Switzerlana.

To lobby the United Nations on all matters
related to peace and disarmament negotiations .

Pine Gap women's Peace Camp ,
Central Australia.

To protest US military base on aboriginal
land and deployment of nuclear missiles.

Binnenhof Women's Peace Camp,
The Hague, Tne Netherlands .

Against Cruise and Pershing missile deployment
in The Netherlands.

Int ernational Women's Peace Camp,
St ocKholm, Sweden.

To protest deployment of Cruise and Pershing
missiles in Europe .

Salisbury Women's Peace Camp ,
Soutn Aust ralia, Australia .

Against Salisbury Weapons Research Establishment, Just outside of Adelaide , S.A.

International Women's Peace Camp
re-establishea outside Palais des
Na ti ons, lh1ited Nations, Geneva,
~witzerlana, on March ijth, International Women's Day.

To provide constant reminder to United Nations
diplomats and officials that women are deeply
concerned and involved in all questions relating to peace and disarmament , but are left out
of present negotiations.
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We'd love to be able to say that this is a full list of women's peace marches and demonstrations
for tile past halt-century, or the past ten years, or even for the past five years! But there 1s
absolutely no way suc11 a claim could be made by any one group in any part of the world. Wh~t we
11ave attemptea 1s to give a feel for the kinds of mass actions that women have organized,
touching on a variety of peace-related areas and concerns .
l t 1s important to note that the women's peace movement has always had its roots at community and
country levels . To illustrate this point, and to set current activities within a broader historical context , we 11ave used the example ot women's peace activities in Melbourne, Australia . For
tills inforn,at1on, we are indebted to: "The (Juest for Peace - As I have known it in Australia" by
Eleanor ~1. Moore, as reported in tile Women's Studies Journal, Vol. l, No . l, ''Women and Peace",
\\omen's Studies Association , Carlton, Victoria, Australia.
Women have been written out of history, and we encourage women's groups everywhere to research
ana write up the early activities of women's groups in their communities, with special reference
to the worK ot women and peace.

pisl

Setting up of Sisterhood of International Peace, Melbourne , Victoria, Australia

f'itl

Australian Women's Peace Anny campaigns against conscription.
(Melbourne) lea by woman on horsebacK.

~

lnternat1onal \\omen's Congress held in The Hague. Worldwide movement established under the name
1,omen's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) . The Sisterhood becomes the
Australian section of IIILPF.

Procession through the city

, ,.;_+ I

May Day dtmonstrat1on ana ,narch in Melbourne under signs reading "Women Unite for Peace"

ri+I

Victorian Centenary Celebrations. WILPF demonstrates aga inst the visit of warships to Melbourne
to take part in the celeorations.

l'+I I

Australian \\ILPr holds conference to deal with issues of women and war work, and the effect of
war on women.

I'+" I

Women across Australia organize a combined protest calling for the outlawing of all major
weapons of destruction and fo r scientific research to be removed from military and political
uomain .

Pl

Suva , FiJi , South Pacific:
hrst protest marcn, lea by Fiji YWCA and USP Students Association, against French nuclear
testing at Mururoa Atoll, French Polynesia.
Protests against these tests still continue 16
years later.
International Women's Year (IWY)
MaJor tnemes establis hed for IWY: Equality, Developnent and Peace. World Conference and IWY
·1noune neld in Mexico City. Major peace and disarmament panels held at Tribune. IWY Congress
hela 1n ~erl1n with major focus on peace .
Northern Ireland:
March l ed by Betty Williams and Mairead Corrigan in protest at killing of 3 children, and to
mobilize people for peace. Peace People founded.
Nordic Countries:
Women ' s Peace March against neutron bomb in all
ana Gothenburg.

ordic countries . 3000 demonstrate in Stockholm

United Nations Special Session on Disarmament in New York (SSDI):
* Women from a ll over the world, 1nc!ud10g women from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, gather to march
tor peace.
* \\omen Strike for Peace organize marches throughout USA, 14,000 at Hollywood Bowl, 15,000 in
New YorK, 2 ,0UU in San Francisco.
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WOMEN'S PE.ACE MARCHES ...
U~:::.k:
Soviet Women's Committee Conference on "A Peaceful and Secure Future for all our Children" in
MOSCOW.

~:

First""""International women's demonstration against medil.Dll-range nuclear missiles -Euromissiles.
Women from~ countries received at NATO headquarters, Brussels.
Uniteo Nations World Conference for Decade for Women and Mid-Decade Forun in Copenhagen ,
nmark.
* SUU,UUU signatures of women from Scandinavia on petition for peace presented to SecretaryGeneral of UN.
* 70,0UO signatures of women from FRG on petition demanding immediate end to arms race presented. Women for Peace founded in FRG.
* Women's March for Peace and Disarmament from Forun to World Conference .
Scar,dinavia:
11omen 1s Peace March from Copenhagen to Paris by women of Scandinavia .

---

Scanoinavia:
Scand111av1an Women's Peace March from Copenhagen to Paris repeated, this time joined by
nunor eds of women from otner parts of Europe and North America.
Uni t ea 1'111gdom:
Peace march, initiated by women, from Cardiff , Wales to Greenham Common, Berkshire.
Gr eeMam Common Women's Peace Camp set up (see Peace Camps, p. 26-27) .
Pr ague , Czechoslavakia:
Int er na ti onal Women's Congress organized by Women's International Democratic Federation, with
toc us on peace issues.
Amster oam , 1he Netherlanos :
"11omen oE turope 111 i\ct1on for Peace" WILPF conference , participants from East and West Europe.
11as h111gton 1 D.C. 1 USA:
homen 1 s i>enta!,;on Action. 2000 women encircle the Pentagon in demonstration for peace.
fokyo J apan:
homen 1s peace rally in Tokyo , 5000 participants .
Kame I Italy:
Internati onal women's peace conference in Rome organized by DoMe per la Pace .
Lonaon, UK:
Fam1l1es Against the Bomb mass lobby of Parliament in London .
Women's D1e-ln at the Stock Exchange during Reagan 's visit, to draw attention to the costs of
the nuclear arms race and world poverty.
International Women's Day for Disarmament:
May 24th, 70 local actions 111 UK, and 111 10 other countries - Scandinavia (2) , Germany, France ,
Netherlands , Spain, Italy, Iceland, Nigeria , New Zealand .
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Un1tea Nations Second S ecial Session on Disarmament (SSDII).
e 1111 1011 people march from UN to entral Par
or mass rally for peace. WILPF organizes two
conferences. Feminists from UK and Argentina make a joint statement on UK/Malvinas conflict.
Scandinavia:
Sca~a1nav1an Women's Peace March , Stockholm to Minsk, first ever inside the Soviet Union organ1zea by women from East and West Europe .
Gr eeMam Common, UK:
"Close the fuse" blockade. Thirty thousand women encircl e the USAF Greenham Common base.
Greenham Common, UK:
Iwo thousand women blockade Greenham. Supporters link hands 12 miles between Burghfield nuclear
weapons factory, Aldermaston nuclear weapons research establishment and Greenham Common nuclear
base.
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WOMEN'S PE-ACE MARCHES ...
International Women's Ua for Disarmament:
events wor aw1 e 1nvo v1ng an estimated one million wanen.
~eneca Falls , USA
Women's Peace l::.ncamµnent set up outside Anny Depot at Seneca Falls (See Peace Camps, p.26-27)
wurop, :
omens peace marcn from Berlin to Geneva to lobby United Nations arms negotiations.
lnternational Women's Peace Camp set up opposite Palais des Nations.

~

Uni tea t>ingaom :
Stop 'tne Arms Kace (STAR) marches to Greenham Common from many parts of UJ<, arriving on
Hirosnima Uay.
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Greennarn Common women take Reagan and Weinberger to court in New York claiming that Cruise
m1ss1les are illegal; tne case is filed and 102 peace camps are set up for a day at 102 US
bases all over tne UJ<.
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"Saunas Around the Base" at Greenham Common. Silent vigils and direct actions as thousands of
women mourn the coming of the Cruise missile.
Pine Gap , Australia:
women's peace camp set up outside US military base on aboriginal land. (See Peace Camps,
p . lb-L7) .

Scotlana , UK:
women for Peace-Glasgow, demonstrate at Holy Loch where Poseidon and Polaris nuclear submarines are basea.
ToKyo , Japan:
Four tnousana J apanese women demonstrate against sea-launched Cruise missiles.
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!he Netherlanas:
Ihree thousana peace actions across The Netherlands . Greenham Common wanen join Dutch wanen to
lobby MPs, fast, and join peace camp at Binnenhof, The Hague.
Paris , !-ranee:
Kes1stance Internationale de 1-emmes a la Guerre conference in Paris,
Pac lt i sme" .

on "Feminisme et

Halifax , Canada:
International Women's Peace Conference , "Women's Alternatives for Negotiating Peace", with 350
women fran 33 countries . Strong statement condemning militarism, nuclear build-up, supporting
ngnts of wanen to self-determination. Statement presented to participants at Forun '85 in
Nairobi.
United Nations Worla Conference for Decade for Wanen and Forun ' 85 in Nairobi Ken a :
JOr ocus on peace issues, wit eace Tent, sta e y women rom aroun t e worl , occupying
central position at Forun '85 for continuous discussions and negotiations, workshops and
panels .
Washington , D.C. 1 USA:
.
.
lhousanas of peace marchers link 25,500 sections of hand-decorated cloth in a multi-coloured
symbolic Peace Ribbon that surrounds the Pentagon and stretches to Arlington National Cemetery,
across the Potomac R1 ver bridge to the Lincoln Memorial and from there to the Washington
Monunent . In all, tne ribbon stretches 10 miles .
'foKyo , Japan:
International Women's Forun Against Nuclear Weapons , for Disarmament, and for Nuclear-Free
Zones. The delegates - all active in politics - unanimously adopt a "Tokyo Appeal", calling on
women to unite and to take political action against nuclear weapons .
Central America:
women ' s March for Peace in Central America planned for December 1985 -January 1986. Women from
all over the world to take part.
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June. "S-9, I~85, Ha Ii fa~, Nova Scotia, Canada
FinAL STATEMEnT
We, 350 women of the world counnunity, from 33 countries, meeting at the International
Peace Conference in Halifax, Canada, June 5-9. 1985. affirm the overwhelming need and
desperate urgency for peace, which we believe is both the process we live and the
goal for which we work.
.. : ,. lS.

At this conference, women from diverse racial, cultural, ethnic and political
bacKgrounds, representing different sides of conflict areas, came together as a living
example of women negotiating peace. Some of us compromised our own safety to make
this commitment.
Although women's voices have not been heard and women have not participated equally
in peace negotiations or in formulation of the institutions and the cultural fabric
in which we live, we are more tha half the world's population, we do have power and
we are shaping it for peaceful living.
We reject a world order based on domination, exploitation, patriarchy, racism
and sexism. We demand a new order based on justice and the equitable distribution of the world's resources.
We condemn militarism. Militarism is an addiction that distorts hunan development, causing world-wide poverty, starvation, pollution, repression, torture
and death. Feeding this habit robs all the world's children and future generati ons of t heir inheritance.
We all live in the shadow of the threat of nuclear war. We demand an end to
research, testing, development and deployment of all weapons of mass destruction, to the militarization of space and to all forms of violence. As a first
step, we call for a comprehensive test ban treaty.
We support the rights and the efforts of all peoples to self-determination and to
freedom from military and economic intervention.
As an example, we cite
Nicaragua as a new kind of society and as a symbol of hope which must be allowed
to live.
We will continue to communicate and join with women all over the world in our
struggle for peace. As a result of this conference we are developing a worldwide women's peace network. Our first act has been to pledge our vigilance in
monitoring the ongoing safety of our sisters who are at risk as a result of
attending this conference.
We are committed to acting globally, nationally, locally and individually for
peace. We will not compromise our commitment to the survival and healing of this
planet.
We affirm the right of every hunan being to live with dignity, equality, justice
and joy.
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
JUNE 9, 1985
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Peace was one of the major issues discussed at the world meetings to mark the
culminatio n of the Decade for Women held in Na i robi, Kenya in 1985. At the nongovernment al meeting, Forum ' 85, groups from around the world held workshops,
sma ll group di scu ss ions and strategy sessions related to women's roles and activiti es i n pe ac e is sues at the local, national and international level. Below is
a par ti al li st of the organizations th at proposed and held workshops related to
peace i n Nairo bi. This list might serve as a useful networking tool for readers
who want t o fi nd out about the workshops held and ongoing actions being taken by
women worldwide.

W
OMEN UNGER APARTH EID IN
~OUTH AFR I CA
Afri can Nati onal Congress
Gertrude Shope
PO Box 317 91
Lusa ka, Zambia
DISCRIMINATION AND WAR
Ag ora, Japan
Chiyo Saitoh
1- 9- 6 Shinju ku
Shinjuku ku
Tokyo, J apan 160
INT'L PERSPECTIVE ON WOMEN'S
RIGHTS & PEACE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
Alliance Aga inst Women's
Oppression
Women's Building
3543 18th St.
San Francisco, CA USA
INFORMATION SHARING A STEP TOWARD PEACE
Amer. Assoc. Univ. Women /
Arizona State Div . / Michig an
State Govt . / Global Ed. A;soc.
Marjorie Clamons
538 West Butler Dr .
Phoenix, Az. 85021 USA
I . DISARMAMENT AND EFFORTS FOR PEACE
2. EXPLOITATION OF W
OMEN / LEGAL- ECON.
Arab Women Organization of Jordan
Emi 1y Hamshawi
P. O. Box 6864
Amman, JORDAN
WOMEN'S ACTION AGAINST
THE THREAT OF NUC LEAR WAR
Associatio n of New Pili pina
C. M. Pomeroy, E. Abad, L.N. Agusti n
25 S. Pascual St.
Malabon, Metro Ma nil a
Philippines

WORLD PEACE-IS IT SCIENTIF IC?
Brahma Kumaris World
Spiritual Universi ty
Ms. Shobn a Obh ra i
P.O. Box 12349
Nai r obi, Kenya
BATTER ED WOMEN AND THE IR
CH IL DREN
Catholic League of Canada
Ardis Beaudry, Nat 'l. Pres i den t
4220 120 St.
Edmonton, Alberta T6J lY l Canada
SAFEGUARDING WORLD PEACE
AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR
Congress of Canadian Women
Elisabeth Davies
2151 Wi 11 i ams Avenue
Vanco uver, V51 2S3
British Columbia, Canada
1. NUCLEAR FREE ZONES FOR PEACE
2. DISARMAME NT AND DEVELOPMENT
Democratic League of
Finnish Women
Mirja Ruikka
Ko t kank a tu 9
00510 He lsinki , Finla nd
RO LE OF W
OMEN PROMOTING
PEACE
Democra t ic Wome n's
Le ague of Germa ny
Prof . Dr . Ed i th Oe ser
1080 Berli n
Clara- Ze t ki n- Str . 16
GDR

WOMEN'S ACTIONS FOR
PEACE AND EQUALITY
Demokratischer Frauenbun d
Berlin
Margret Kleinmanns
Obentr autstr. 59
1000 Berlin 61
East Germany
MUJERES GO LPEADAS SALUD
Equipo de Investigacio n y
Asistencia para la Mujer
Mari a Cri stina Vila de Gerlic
Beru t i 3032 cp
1425 Bue nos Aires, Arge ntina
PE ACE AND WOMEN RE FUGEES
Fatherl and Front / Vietnam
Lawyers Assn.
Nguyen Ngoc Dung
46 Trang Thi
Ha noi, Vietn am
WOMEN'S SIT UATION IN
CENTRAL AMER I CA
Fed . Democratica de Mujeres
de Boliv i a
Ana Maria Bra vo Garcia
Calle Cordero , N.21 Calacoto
Ca s il l a #7610 La Paz, Bolivia
WOMEN AND PEACE IN
CENTRAL AMER ICA
Federacion Democratica de Mujeres
de Bolivia / lXQUIC
Ana Quitoga Morales
Ed. Satenia 40 Pisa
La Paz , Bolivi a
MEX I CAN WO MEN'S
STRUGGLE FOR PEACE
Federacio n Nacional
De Mujeres Insurgentes
Mina Piekarewicz Sigal
Cerrrada Monte Camerum 62 - 10
Mexico D. F. 06170 Mexi co
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nE..TWORKI nG FO~ Pe.ACE
FEMINIST ANTI-NUCLEAR WORK
Feminist Anti-Nuclear
Group
o,ana E. H. Russel
2432 Grant St.
Berkeley, Ca. 94733 USA
WOMEN'S STRATEGY FOR GENUINE
PEACE & DEVELOPMENT
Gabriela-Center
for Women ' s Resources
Marianita C. Villariba
19-a Matimtiman St.
"teachers' Village, Quezon
City, Philippines

WOMEN OF COLOR IN THE
INTERNATIONAL
STRUGGLE FOR PEACE
lnternationa 1 Counci 1
of African Women
Safi ya Ban de 1e
145 Hancock
New York, N.Y. USA

( c:on+inusd}

~OLE OF WOMEN IN THE ERITREAN
PEOPLE'S NATIONAL LIBERATION
Nat' 1 Union of Eri trean Women
Worku Tesfamichael
Via Tallone No. 7
Milan, Italy

PEACE, EQUALITY, DEVELOPMENT
Iraqi Women's League
Ashar Abdel Ameer Al-Haidarii
P.O. Box 7408
Damascus, Syria

PROBLEMS OF WORKING
FOR PEACE IN BRITAIN
National Assembly
of Women
Elsie Watson
20 Watson Rd.
Sheffield SlO 2SD UK

ARAB WOMEN AND PEACE
General Arab Women's
Federation
Manal Younis Abdul Razak
Hay A1-Mag hreb
Baghdad, Iraq

WOMEN'S ACTIONS AGAINST THE
IRAQI-IRANIAN CONFLICT
Iraqi Women's League
Rabab Nouri Amin
P.O.Box 7408
Damascus
Syria

WOMEN'S ROLE IN THE ABOLITION
OF NUCLEAR ARMS
New Japan Women's Assn. / Fed. of
Japanese Women's Organizations
Michiko Tanaka
2-23-7, Imaike, Chikusa-ku,
Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

PROBLEMS OF PEACE
General Federation
of Jordanian Women
Taraiz Haddad
PO Box 922126
Amman, Jordan

ROLE OF ISRAEL-EGYPT
FRIENDSHIP IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Israel-Egypt Friendship
Association
Levana Zami r
18, Zichron-Yacov Street
Tel Aviv , Israel

WOMEN IN DIALOGUE ON MIDDLE
EAST PEACE
New Jewish Agenda & American
Friends Service Committee
Reena Bernards
545 West 111 Str·eet 11 5B
New York, New York 10025 USA

RIGHT OF TIMORESE PEOPLE
TO SELF-DETERMINATION
HADOMI
Mimi Ferreira
4 Uplands Court
Coolaroo, Victoria 3048
Australia

WOMEN ANIJ PEACE
Journal1stin / Dozent1n
Dr. Florence Herve
Degerstr. 21
4000 Dusseldorf 1
W. Germany

BLACK WOMEN ANO THE PEACE
MOVEMENT
Housewives in Dialogue
Wilmette Brown
women's Centre
71 Tonbridge St.
London, England WC!

INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
AND PEACE
Ligue des Femmes
du Quebec
Laurette Sloan
1710 Beaudry
Montreal, Quebec
Canada

WORLD PEACE THROUGH
l~TERNATIONAL EXCHANGES
Okinawa Federation of
Women's Associations
Ms. Etsu Miyazato
14-4, Daido, Naha City
Okinawa Pref., Japan

RAISING CONSCIOUSNESS OF WOMEN
ABOUT SEXISM AND RACISM
Int' l Network Against Female
Sexual Slavery
Hannah Tiagha
PO Box 3823
Douala , Cameroon

WOMEN AND MILITARISMDISARMAMENT
Morris Brown College
Dr. Mildred McClain Coleman
P.O. Box 11489
Atlanta, Georgia 30310 USA

PEACE PROGRESS THROUGH
EDUCATION
Int'l . Assoc . of Educators
for World Peace
Martha Ann Madden
P.O. Box 473
Baton Rouge, La. 70821 USA
REAL VS. IDEALISTIC PEACE
Inte rn ational Co unc i l
of Jewish Women
Andree Farhi & Irmgard Rimondini
1 rue de Varembe
1211 Geneva , 20
Switzerland

WOMEN AGAINST THE
THREAT OF NUCLEAR WAR
Movement of Democratic
Women in I srae 1
Yaffa Gavish
40 Zamenhof st.
Tel Aviv, Israel
ROLE OF WOMEN IN USA /
USSR RELATIONS
Nat' 1 Strategy Info Ctr. Inc./
Continuing the Peace Dialogue
Dr. Candace de Russy
6 Bacon Ct.
Bronxville, NY 10708 USA

OMAN AND THE GULF MILITARY BASES
Ml LI TARY BASES
Omani Women
Organization
Mariam Hassan Abdulla
P.O. Box 5037 Aden
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen
LA FEMME, LA PAIX, ET LA REVOLUTION
ISLAMIQUE DU IRAN
Organization Des Femmes
Muslamannes de la
Revolution Iranienne
THE GREAT PEACE JOURNEY
Organizing Committee of the Great
Peace Journey
Kerstin Greback
Graneberg-Laby
75590 Uppsala, Sweden
WE STRUGGLE FOR PEACE ; WE STRUGGLE FOR
OUR EQUALITY
Pancyprian Federation of
Women's Organizations
Christina Valanidou
Ay i OU Demetri OU 5
Kaimakli, Nicosia, Cyprus
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nE-TWORKI nG FO~ PE.AGE
WOMEN ' S ROLE IN CREATING A MORE
PEACEFUL MEDITERRANEAN REGION
Pancy prian Federation of
Women 's Organizations
Chr is tian Chri s t ou
PO Box 217 6
Ni cos i a, Cyp ru s

DISARMAMENT / WOMEN AND PEACE
EDUCATION / MASS MEDIA
Union of Democratic Women
of Aus tria
Irma Schrage r/ Dr. Su sanne John
1200 Wien, Hochs tadtplatz 3,
Aust ria

WOMEN AND PEACE: COOPERATION
ACROSS POLITICAL BARRIERS
Women's International
Network News
Fran P. Hosken
187 Grant Street
Lexington, Ma. 02173 USA

VIOLATION AND SEX UAL ABUSE
AGAINST WOMEN
Partido Femini sta Espana
Lidia Fa l con O'Nei l
Ro ger de Flo r
96- 20- 2a 080 13, Barcel ona
Spain

SWEDI SH W
OME N' S PEAC E W
ORK
AND INITIAT!Vl S
WI LPF / W
omen fo r Peace /
Teacher for Peace
Edith Ballantyne
1 rue de Varembe
1211 Geneva 20 , Swit zer l and

WOMEN AGAINST NUCLEAR WAR
Women's Organization /
Progress & Socialism
Lemrini Amina
Bl oc 6 Imm 14 no. 8
Haysalam-Sale
Morocco

LA MU J ER Y LA PAZ
Partido Femini sta de Espana /
Club Vi ndicacion Feminista
Lidia Fal con O'nei l/Roger de Fl or
96 - 20- 2a- 08013
Barce lona, Spain

CAMPAIGN TO ENO ALL
NUCLEAR TE STS
Women fo r Peace
So Iange Fernex
G8 480 Bi edertha l ,
France

SITUATION OF WOMEN IN
OCCUPIED ARAB TERRITORIES
Women's Society for Struggle
Against Illiteracy
Faiza J . Macgregor
P.O. Box 17003
Anillan, Jordan

WOME N'S STRUGGLE FOR A BAL KANS
FREE OF NUCLEAR WAR
Pro gressive Union of Greek
Mothers / Fed. of Greek Women
Katrani Maria /K iaou Efthymia
Akadi mias Str. 5F
Athen s , Greece

ECOLOGY, FEMINISM & PEACE
Women for Peace
Bibbi Steinertz
Kaptensgatan 15,
114 57 Stockholm
Sweden

PEACE, JUSTICE AND THE
INTEGRITY OF CREATION
World Council of Churches
Jeanne Becher
150 Route de Ferney
1211 Geneva 20
Switzerland

RECONCILING CO NFLI CT IMAGES
OF PEACE - NORTH,SOUTH,EAST,WEST
Radcliff Project on
Interdependence
Carolyn M. Stephenson
48 Shepard St.,
Cambridge, MA. 02138 USA
EDUCATION FOR PEACE
Resistance Internati onal
des Fe111Ties a la Guerre
Danielle Le Bricquie
65 Ave. du Bae
GU 210 La Varenne
France
PEACE AND DISARMAMENT,
JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY
Uni on de Mu j eres
Paraguayas
Elba Benitez de Goiburu
14 de Mayo 1375
Casi 2-Asunci on
Paraguay
INTENSIFICAR CAMPANA POR
LA PAZ MUNDIAL
Union de Mujeres Paraguayas
Ligia Prieto de Centurion
c/ o Gladys Radice (Para Nena )
14 de Mayo 1375 Casi 2
Asuncion, Paraguay
PROBLEMS OF PEACE IN THE DECADE
Union of Australian Women
Ms . Nancy Morgan
3 Lindsay Ave.
Nunawading Vic. 3131, AUSTRALIA

WOMEN STRIKE FOR PEACE
Women Strike for Peace
Barbara Bick
1829 Phe l ps Pl. N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

USA

WOMEN'S ROLE IN THE AU5TRALI A
PEACE MOVEMENT: NEWCASTLE NSW
W
omen's Electoral Lobby
lnta Allegri tti
78 Madis on Drive
Adamstown Heights, NSW
2289, Australia
WOMEN, PEACE ANO POLITICS
Women's Int' l. League for
Peace and Freedom
Edi th Ball an tyne
1 rue de Varembe
llll Geneva, Switzerland
WOMEN, POLITICS AND PEACE
Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom
Sundari Ravindran and Anissa Najjar
1 rue de Varembe
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
WOMEN UNITED FOR PEACE
Women's lnt'l Democratic
Federation
Mirjam Vire-Tuominen
1080 Berlin-GDR,
Unter den Linden 13
German Democratic Republic

THE SPECIAL ROLE OF WOMEN
IN EDUCATION FOR PEACE
World Fed. of Democratic Yout h
Pirjo Aatto
P.O. 147
Budapest 1389, Hungary
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ACTIONS TO PREVENT NUCLEAR WAR:
ELIMINATE NUCLEAR & SPACE WEAPONS
World Peace Council
Karen Talbot
Lonnrotink 25A 6krs
Helsinki 18, Finland

:tnHNEWS

lMPACT OF CHEMICAL WAR & NUCLEAR
TESTING ON WOMEN'S HEALTH
World Peace Council
Evgenia Kouchalo
Lonnrotink 25A 6krs
Helsinki 18, Finland
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SOCIAL & ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
ARMS BUILDUP ON WOMEN
World Peace Council
Eneida Vasquez
Lonnrotink 25A 6krs
Helsinki 18, Finland
THE QUESTION OF PEACE EDUCATION:
A CHALLENGE FOR WOMEN
World Union of Catholic
Women's Organization
Sister Eileen Fitzmaurice,
196 East 76 Street
New York, NY 10021, USA
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~ESOUR.CES CO~SULTED

FOR THiS iSSUE
The information in this newsletter was drawn from a variety of written and
spoken sources . The materials listed below were particularly useful and provided
a wealth of ideas on what women were doing worldwide.

Association of African Women for Research and Development/Women of Nigeria
and Zambian Research Group on Women, "The Nairobi '85 Manifesto on Women
and the Crisis in Africa," from IFDA Dossier 50, Nov/Dec 1985.
Bunch , Charlotte, 8RINGING THE GLOBAL HOME, Colorado, Antelope Publications,
1985.
Connell, Lynn, "Speaking Their Peace," from PEACE MAGAZINE, Vol. I, Issue
IV, June 1985.
CONNEXIONS : AN INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S QUARTERLY, from People's Translation
Service, 4228 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland, California 94609, USA.
Crosby, Ann, "The Hali fax Conference," from Summary Report of Conference on
Women's Alternatives for Negotiating Peace, VOICE OF WOMEN, PO Box 3231
So . Postal Station, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 3H5 .
DEPTHNEWS WOMEN'S FEATURE SERVICE
ISIS, "Women in National Liberation Movements," from ISIS INTERNATIONAL
BULLETIN 19, 1981.
Ixquic, "Situation of Women and Children in a Country Where There is an
Internal Armed Conflict of a Non-International Nature," March 1985, from
IXQUIC, Aµtdo Postal 27-008, CP 06760, Mexico, D. F.
Neef, CEJ de and Ruiter, SJ de, SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN REFUGEES,
Amsterdam, Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour, June 1984.
NEWS SHEET OF WOMEN'S ACTION AGAINST GLOBAL VIOLENCE, PO Box K636, Haymarket
2000, Australia .
Ofis Bilong 01 Meri, "Battered Women," Newsletter, June 1984, from: Box 1327,
Lae, Papua New Guinea.
,.
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OUTWRITE WOMEN'S NEWSPAPER, Oxford House, Derbyshire St . , London E2, United
Kingdom

RESOUR.CES CO~SULTED
FO~ THiS iSSUE (<!on+inve:cl)
Reardon, Betty A., SEXISM AND THE WAR SYSTEM, New York and London, Teachers
College Press, 1985.
Russell, Diana EH and Van deVen, Nicole, THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
TRIBUNAL ON CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN, California, Les Femmes, 1976 .
Sivard, Ruth Leger, WORLD MILITARY AND SOCIAL EXPENDITUKES 1985, Washington
DC, World Priorities, 1985.
Steele, John and Mason, Mel, "Kanak Women in Independence Struggles: An
Interview with FLNKS Activist Susanna Ounei," from Interncontinental Press.
UNESCO, "The Role of Women in Peace Movements, in the Development of Peace
Research, and in the Promotion of ' Friendly Relations Between Nations," 1980
(Prepared for the World Conference for the UN Decade for Women).
Women and Development Unit, "Violence Against Women," WOMAN SPEAK, No . 10,
March 1983.
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Women's International Democratic Federation, "What Can We Women Do?" from
PEACE-DISARMAMENT-COOPERATION: THE OBJECTS OF OUR STRUGGLE .

e

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom: Swedish Section, FIVE
QUESTIONS ON WORLD PEACE, Edited by Tordis Witthoff, 1985 , from : WILPF,
Packhusgrand 6, 111 30 Stockholm, Sweden.
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Women's Studies Association, "Women and Peace," WOMEN'S STUDIES JOURNAL, Vol.
l, No. 1, 1984 from: PO Box 155, Carlton 3053, Australia .
World YWCA, PEACE AWARENESS PACKET, 1980 and "Uprooted People and World's
Violence Preoccupy Committee," from COMMON CONCERN, No. 47, Sept 1984.

T.
NOTE: The following are network contacts for the International Network on
Female Sexual Slavery (see page 21): 1) Commission Internationale pour
l 'Abolition des Mutilations Sexuelles, Boite Postale 1969, Dakar, Senegal;
2) Asian Women Against Sexual Exploitation, 406 Dean St., Brooklyn, NY
11217, USA; 3) ISIS/WICCE (IFN), PO Box 50, Cornavin, 1211 Geneva 2,
Switzerland; 4) Centre for Coordination and Action Against Traffic in
Won~n, SKAV, Postbus 9769, 3506 GT Utrecht, Netherlands; 5) ISIS International Health Network, Casilla 2067, Correo Central, Santiago, Chile.
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PRODUCTIONS FROM iWTC
In July
Kenya t o
meetings
at these
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1985 , . more than 14,000 women fr om countries worldwide came to Nairobi,
participate in the culminating non -g overnmental and governmental
of _ the Decade for Women. The events, activities and issues experienced
h1stor1c meetings will come to life in a variety of productions
from the International Women's Tribune Cen tre. These include:
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Decade Postdate
This 8-p age bulletin serves as a handy reference material t o
individuals and groups seeking a concise information source on the
major themes and meetings that took place in Nairobi . ..... .. . .......

$1.25

Images of Nairobi: Information Resources for the
Decade for Women #S
Designed as both a scrapbook and community action kit, this issue
will provide over views of selected emphasis areas at Forum '85,
excerpts of major speeches, listings of resources, and contact
points for any follow-up actions. It will be illustrated with line
drawings and photo sketches. Available: February 1986 ...............

$3.00

Forward Looking Strategies: Information Resour ces for the Decade for Women #6

---

Excerpts and highlights of the UN Forward Looking Strategies
document ad opted at the 1985 UN Conference in Nairobi, with an
emphasis on issues and actions of particular relevance to women and
won~n•s groups working at the community level. Includes a list of
selected reference materials and documents of interest. Available:
March 1986 ............. . ........ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • · · · · · · ·

$3.00

The Tech & Tools Report
A 20 -page, illustrated narrative and analysis of the Tech & Tools
event at Foru m '85 , which involved more than 40 women's and
devel opment
organizations
in
exhibitions,
discussions
and
demonstrations about technologies useful to women in developing
countries ....... ... . . .. . . .... . . • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

$3.00

* The Tech & Tools Book: A Guide to Technologies
Women Are Using Worldwide
JWTC is producing this 200-page text in collaboration with the
Intermediate Technology Development group/UK. It will _inclu?e a
catal og ue of technologies from around the world, i nformation pieces
related t o the use of technologies in women's projects, and
appendices on resources for women ' s appropriate technology efforts.
Available: April 1986 ..... . .... . .. . ........... . .. ... ....... . ····· ··· $10 . 00
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SLIDE-TAPE PRESENTATIONS

* Images of

~A

the Decade

A panoramic view of women's achievements, strategies and priorities
throughout the 10 years of the Decade for women is presented in this
131-frame slide /tape, set to music from around the world. This set is
of particular use to those wanting to convey both an historical and
forward-looking sense of a global women's movement. ............. ••••·•

* Forum

I
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$70 .00
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8S: Women Celebrate the Decade

Eighty colorful slides, an audiocassette and script bring images of
the 9-day meetin9 in Nairobi alive to those who could not attend ... as
well as those who were there and want a vivid reminder of their
experience. It is useful as a discussion opener for women's meetings,
in classrooms and for other groups interested in Decade for Women
issues ............ .. .................. . ...............................

A/Su
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$50.00

* If

It's Not Appropriate For Women, It's Not
Appropriate: Tech and Tools in Nairobi 198S
Using the Tech & Tools event as a focal point, this slide-tape will
raise issues about women's access to and control over technologies,
particularly in women's projects in developing countries. It will
include 80 slides, an audiocassette and script, as well as a brief
resource listing for readings on related issues. Available: March 1986

$50.00
B1.

POSTCARDS AND POSTERS
Three Decade-inspired posters and postcards can be ordered from
These are as fol lows:
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Postcards cost . 30 cents each or 4 cards for $1.00.
Posters cost $5.00 each.
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A. Newsletter:
ORDER #
The Tribune. A quarterly publication presenting information
on wo~en ~nd development activities around the world. Directed ~r1mar1ly toward Third World women involved in development
proJects, ~he new~l:tter provides information on projects and
resources in spec1f1c subject areas, and news on UN and other
development organization's activities. In English, Spanish
and French.
Individual issues ..••...•..••......••..•••..•••••.••••••.•
One-year subscription: North America •.•.•....••••••...•••••
Europe, Australia, New Zealand •••..•••••..••••.••••••...•••
Free to women and women's groups in the Third World

0

$ 2.00
$ 8.00

$12.00

B. Issues & Information:
Bl.

n

* B2.

$ B4.
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B6.

B7.

Developing Strategies for the Future: Feminist Perspectives.
Accounts of two workshops: The International Feminist Workshop at Stony Point, New York, April 20-25, 1980, and the
Bangkok workshop, "Feminist Ideology and Structures in the
First Half of the Decade for Women," June 23, 1979 ....... .
International Feminism: Networking Against Female Sexual
Slavery. A report of the Global Feminist Workshop to Organize
Against Trafficking in Women, Rotterdam, The Netherlands,
Apri 1 6-15, 1984 ........................................ ..
For orders of more than 15 copies, $4.00 ea. Airmail extra.
Women Taking Hold of Technology. Bound volume containin~ four
revised and updated !WTC newsletters: Women and Appropriate
Technology, Parts 1 and 2; Women and Food Production; and
Women Moving Technology Ahead ...............•..............
Women Organizing. Bound volume contain~n~ three IWTC n~wsletters: Women's Networks: Women Organizing; and Womens
Centres Worldwide ................ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • · · · • •
Women Using Media for Social Change. Bound volume.of updated versions of IWTC newsletters: Women and Media, Parts
1 and 2. Also included is a current listing of nearly 200
women's periodicals worldwide .............•.....•.........
Women and Small Business. Bound volume ?f updated ve~sion of .
IWTC newsletters: Women, Money and Credit; Warne~ Making Money,
Technology and Sma11 Business: Women's Perspectives; and
Women and Mark et i ng ......•. • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · • · • • · • • · · • • • • •

$

4.00

$
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$
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C. Technical Assistance
and
Training:
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ORDER#
C2.

C3.

Clip Art: Rural Women in Action. A collection of line drawings of women from different countries engaged in a variety
of activities related to their daily work ................. .

i 3.50

Clip Art: Feminist Logos and Symbols. A collection of feminist symbols culled from the hundreds of publications IWTC
receives from around the world. Information on how to credit
each logo is given •......................................••

i 3.50

D. Resource K i t s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
01.

Caribbean Resource Kit. A guide to women's projects, activities and resources i:i the English-speaking Caribbean ....... .

TITLE

QUANTITY ITEMCOST

TOTAL

POSTAGE AND HANDLING (see below)
TOTAL

pOSTAGE

$

AND HANDLING:

USA AND CANADA - For orders under $25.00 add 15% for postage and handling.
For orders of $25.00 and over, add 10%. Please enquire about spec ial postage
rates for bulk orders.
ALL OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES - Add 25% of sale for surface mail or 50% of
sale for air mail printed matter.
YOUR NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ __
STATE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ COUNTRY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE _ __

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID IN US$. PLEASE MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE
TO: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE.
SEND TO: IWTC, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA

$ 8.00

